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Dear readers

In this issue of the journal of humanities, some papers have been reviewed and selected from different scholars in
the domain of language studies .It goes without saying that areas of interest are diverse and theoretical frameworks
in contemporary linguistics are expansive. Broadly speaking there are three major trends in linguistics .Formal
linguist are interested in developing formal (read mathematical) rules and principles for studying different
building blocks of language .So formal linguists take language as a system with well-defied patterns and symbols.
On the other hand, functional linguists give priority to the role of speakers (not pure grammar) and the factors
which lubricate language use .As a new offshoot of functional linguistics, cognitive linguistics emerged as a rival
to the above mentioned theories .Nowadays, most of the forward looking universities with linguistics program are
hard working to institutionalize their academic curriculum with Cognitive approaches to the study of language.
In Iran TMU (Tarbiat Modares University) is the leading academic institute that included Cognitive linguistics in
its PhD programs .In order to help researchers and academics who are desirous of cognitive linguistics ,the guest
editor has given more space to articles with cognitive interest and the appellation for this special issue of the
journal comes from that.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the conflation of “Path” conceptual semantic in Motion
events in the Central-Kurdish (Sorani) Language, Ardelani Dialect, in light of
Talmy notions in this regard. According to Talmy, in each Motion event, four
main elements i.e. “Figure”, “Ground”, “Path” and “Motion” are involved. These
conceptual meanings can be lexicalized either on “Verb Root” or on “Satellite”. By
considering a conceptual meaning like “Path” and investigating the surface
element that shows it, we can define the typology of languages as “Verb-Framed”
or “Satellite-Framed”. In this paper, after analyzing sample sentences containing
“Path” concept, in addition to showing the way this concept is lexicalized in
Kurdish, we would define typology of Ardelani dialect among Indo-European
languages. Data used in this paper is a selection of 23 sentences extracted from a
corpus of 890 sentences containing Motion event that have lexicalized Path
concept. These sentences have been produced by 18 different native Ardelani
speakers in three different groups.
Keywords: Motion; Event; Ground; Path; Verb-Framed; Satellite-Framed;
Ardelani Dialect; Kurdish Language.
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Introduction
One of the fields concerning the impact of
conceptual semantics on surface element is
event structure. Events are happenings in
the world which are lexicalized by verbs.
Croft (2012) quoting from Levin (2005)
states that when we say the meaning has a
role in lexicalization and argument, we are
talking about event structure. In this paper,
we try to define the typology of Kurdish
Language, Ardelani Dialect in light of
analyzing Motion event structure. There are
different concepts like Motion, Path, Coevent (manner and cause), Aspect and Tense
which can be lexicalized in different ways, in
different languages. Ardelani dialect can
lexicalize all or some of these meanings. As
« Path » concept is the main factor in
defining the typological position of
languages based on Motion events; in this
paper, we try to define typology of this
dialect among other world languages.
Data has been gathered from 18 native
Ardelani speakers. Total produced sentences
containing Path conceptual meaning was
875 sentences, 25 of which will be used in
this paper. But final decision of Ardelani
Dialect typology will be based on analysis of
all 886 sentences.

She investigated manner of movement and
Motion lexicalization in space and
concluded that Persian language is
intermixed typologically. Babaei (2011) also
investigated lexicalization of Motion event
in Persian. She could not define the exact
position of Persian language as Verb-framed
or Satellite-framed. According to her,
further investigation needed in this regard.
Zolfaghari (2011) analyzed Persian and
shows that this language has tendency
towards Verb-framed languages. But she
believed that Talmy notions need to be
revised. Azkia (2012) in her thesis worked
on Motion concepts in Persian and define
the way of their conflation. In her thesis she
put
Persian
under
Verb-framed
languages.Azkia and Sasani (2012) in an
article tried to modify the lexicalization
hypothesis on Motion events. They believed
that there was a need to put languages on a
continuum with two extents of selfcontained and translational Motions.
Mesgar (2013) worked on conflation of Path
in Persian. Based on analyzing 148 Path
verbs, she showed which types of Paths was
more salient for native speakers. She
criticized Talmy’s idea of the categorization
of languages and said languages were needed
to put in a range where the one extreme is
Manner-salient and the other Path-salient.
Hamedi and Sharifi (2014) also after
analyzing Persian language believed that this
language was both Verb-Framed and
Satellite-Framed. They also proposed to
consider a continuum in this regard. Azkia
and her colleagues (2015) analyzed nonsimple Motion verbs in Persian and again
believed in a continuum with two extremes
of Verb-framed and Satellite-framed. They
said that verbs were in the middle of this
spectrum and gradually moving towards the

Literature Review
Among Kurdish researches, this paper is the
first research trying to analyze Motion event
in one of Kurdish dialects and defining
typology of it. Analyzing Persian language
based on Talmy notions and trying to define
typology of this language in this regard is
quite new among Iranian researchers.
Following researchers have investigated
Event structure based on cognitive notions
rooted in Talmy’s idea on Motion events.
Feiz (2011) published a comparative
work on English and Persian movements.
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Satellite extreme. Poshtvan (et. al: 2015) also
analyzed lexicalization of Motion events in
children based on cognitive notions. They
compared speech of children with adults
and argued that whether Persian language
fits into dual category of Talmy or not.
There are many other researches which
had examined Talmy notions for different
languages. Here we will review a few of
those efforts:
Özçalişkan and Slobin (2000) compared
Turkish and English with regard to Motion
event. They showed that there was a pattern
in lexicalizing meaning in both languages
during physical growth of speakers. In both
languages speakers tend to use simpler
structures and their priority is to first use
verbs which contain Path and Manner, then
using Satellite. These researchers in another
paper on 2003 worked on these languages to
show how much speakers use other
linguistic devices to cover their language
pattern. Özçalişkan in 2004 in another
article worked on metaphor in these two
languages to show whether or not cognitive
differences in two languages are extended to
metaphoric expressions. There is a dramatic
difference between the two languages and
English speakers use a high number of
manner concept in their lexicalization.
Matsumoto (2003) tried to clarify notions in
Talmy’s model. He believed that Talmy had
a sentence structure view and proposed to
use expressions like head-framed and nonhead-framed.
Berthelot (2004) worked on Swiss
German, Standard German and French and
showed that working on different dialects,
the binary model of Talmy is not efficient
enough. He added that there is need for
more delicate criteria. Slobin (2004) tried to
find a solution for shortages of Talmy
model. He believed in a continuum for

manner-salience and proposed to add a
third
category
to
Talmy
binary
categorization and equipollently-framed
languages, then in 2008 Talmy tried to
answer Slobin by introducing a new range of
criteria for identifying and choosing main
verb. He tried to show that these criteria
were applicable on most of languages that
Slobin introduced as equipollently-framed.
He defended his own binary model. Pourcel
and Koupecka in 2005 introduced 4 models
of lexicalizing Path and manner in French
which was added to the main model. Based
on their findings, they proposed a more
deliberate model for defining typology of
languages in this regard. Sugiyama (2005)
also tried to analyze Japanese based on
Talmy Motion events typology. He defended
that in spite of the fact that this language is
Verb-framed and based on typology it
should not show manner much, there are
two different linguistic devices as complex
verbs in informal speech and mimeticthat
compensates low number of manner verbs.
Saidi (2007) implemented Talmy ideas on
Tunesian Arabic and claimed that although
this language falls in Verb-framed languages
which are correctly predicted by Talmy
hypothesis, he believed there were other
ways of showing Motion in Semitic
languages which could not be placed in
Talmy model.
In 2009, Acedo and Mateu showed how
Romantic languages which are Verb-framed
had evolved from Satellite-framed Latin.
Sachs (2010) analysed Seri language based
on Motion event principles described by
Talmy. He finally categorized this language
in the group of Verb-framed languages.
Antuňano (2008) showed Path salience in
different languages and proposed a
continuum to show different degrees of
salience. He also introduced structural,
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discourse and typological factors like space
and Motion lexicon, word order, verb
deletion,
redundancy,
verbal/written
language and culture which lead to these
differences in languages. Heckmann (et al:
2010) analyzed Motion event in English,
French, Russian, Chinese and Greek. They
confirmed findings of previous researches
on English and French, but placed Russian
between Verb-framed and Satellite-framed
languages. For Chinese, they showed that
depending on involvement of cause in
sentence, this language can be Verb-framed
or Satellite-framed. For Greek, they
introduced a third subsystem as Satelliteframed along with main Verb-framed
system in this language. Iacobini and Fagard
(2011) while showing the evolution of
Romance languages proposed a continuum
of Path-salience. Therefore, they also
showed that the binary category of Talmy is
not efficient enough. Eventually Verkerk in
2014 worked on Motion events and their
lexicalization process in Indo-European
languages with a diachronic approach. After
re-constructing the proto-language of this
family, she showed that the mother language
has both characteristics of Verb-framed and
Satellite-framed languages.

event can benefit two Co-events as Manner
and Cause.
Talmy (2000, b: 117-118; 2007: 153)
believes that there are two ways of analyzing
Motion events. Either focus on one
conceptual meaning and try to find its
lexicalization in surface through different
linguistic elements or define an element in
surface and try to connect it to one or more
conceptual meaning. In this paper, we
follow the first approach to find out the
ways that Kurdish language lexicalizes the
concept of Path in surface. In this way, we
can identify typology of languages based on
the way of lexicalizing Path in surface.
Languages like Spanish tend to lexicalize this
concept in VerbRoot hence are considered
as Verb-framed and other languages like
English may tend to do it on Satellite and
fall into category of Satellite-framed
languages.
Verb is an open-class category but
Satellite is closed-class (like preposition).
Talmy defines Satellite (2007:139) as any
constitute other than noun phrase or
prepositional phrase which is in sister
relation to Verb Root. Its relation to verb is
head-dependent relation and can be a bound
or free morpheme. “Root” plus “Satellite”
composes “Verb Complex”. A Satellite, thus,
encompasses following grammatical forms
which had been considered separately
before. English verb particles, German
separable and non-separable verb prefixes. A
set of forms function as Satellite can overlap
with other grammatical categories in the
same languages. Thus English Satellites can
overlap with prepositions. Talmy (2007:140)
states that identifying Satellite in English is
easy. It can lexicalize either as a free word or
as affix. Sign of  shows the direction from
Satellite towards its head:

Talmy Motion Event Model
This paper is based on Talmy ideas on
Motion event (2000, a&b: 2007). According
to Talmy, each Motion event either
involving in movement or locatedness, is
composed of four elements. Motion event is
composed of a Figure which is moving or
located against a Ground. In addition to
Figure and Ground, we have Path and
Motion. By Path he means the Path passed
or occupied by figure against the ground. In
addition to these main elements, Motion
19
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A. Satellite
firemis
The record started over

over
startover
the engine misfired

mis
Verb Complex

It is possible that up to four Satellites be lexicalized in a sentence as Example 2”
B. Comerightbackdownout from up in there
But identifying Satellite is not always
easy. Talmy (2007:72) says that in most of
Indo-European languages there is a system
where both Satellite and preposition exist.
As these two categories have overlap,
sometimes distinguishing them from each
other is complicated. In some languages like
Latin, Greek and Russian, Satellite usually is
an affix attached to verb but preposition
accompanies by and governs noun. But for
English, this case is complicated. In this
case, there are ways to differentiate them
from each other. Sometimes morphemes fall
exclusively in Satellite or preposition
category. But when they have overlap,
usually they have different semantic
function. For example, “to” in “I went to
store” as a preposition has different meaning
from “to” in “I came to”; or “over” “I
fell/toppled/turned/flipped
over”
semantically is different from “over the
treetop, over the wall”. The other point is
different in features. Satellite is with verb
and preposition is with noun. Usually in
deleting ground name-in cases that its
reference is unknown- the preposition is
deleted as well; but Satellite remains
untouched. For example, in sentence “He
was sitting in his room and then suddenly
ran out (of it)” if we delete “it” we need to
delete its preposition “of” but Satellite “out”
accompanying verb remains untouched. In
addition, a sentence can have a Satellite
without necessarily an object like “The log

burned up” but preposition needs a noun
even though it may be moved in the
sentence. “This bed is good to sleep in” and
“This bed was slept in”. Furthermore,
usually preposition precedes the noun and
also the fact that preposition in English is
usually without stress while Satellite bears
main stress.

Conceptual
Satellite

Meanings

Conflated

in

Talmy
(2007:
141-159)
introduces
conceptual meanings which conflate in
Satellite. He introduces 7 categories. But not
all of them are specific to Motion verbs. As
in this paper, our focus is on “Path” concept;
we just introduce other conceptual
meanings. Concepts like “Manner”, “Cause”,
Valence” “Agentive” and “Aspect” all can be
conflated in Satellite. Let’s investigate more
the concept of “Path”.
Path: Satellites can be used to lexicalize
Path concept. In English, this Satellite is the
most frequent one. In many of IndoEuropean languages, Path is shown with a
Satellite and a preposition. It can be shown
by Satellite merely though. In these cases,
the preposition phrase can be deleted. In
following examples  shows the direction
from Satellite to its head (verb) and > after
preposition shows governed noun phrase.
Parenthesis shows that the phrase can be
omitted.

Defining Typology of Ardelani Dialect of Kurdish … ___ Intl. J. Humanities (2019) Vol. 26 (4)

C.

a.
b.

I ran out (of> the house)
(after rifling through the house,) I ran out

Conceptual Meanings Conflated in Verbs
of Motion Events

living in Sanandaj. The 'Pears Story' film has
sound effects, but no words. Professor
Wallace Chafe, of the University of
California, designed the film to elicit
language samples around the world,
including English, German, Greek, Japanese,
and a Mayan Indian language. This short
movie including sequence of 30 Motion
events was shown to participants who are
living in Sanandaj City (Kurdistan Province,
Iran) which is a city where locals exclusively
speak this dialect. Participants had been
asked to retell what they had seen.
Participants were placed in equal number of
female/male with academic/non-academic
education background and in three different
age ranges of 15-25, 26-40 and above 40
years. They were asked to retell their
observations as detailed as possible.
Interviewees were
in
their home
environment and retelling story was in
presence of interviewer. Their voices were
recorded, transcript based on IPA and then
sentences including Motionevents with
projection on Path concept in surface were
selected. A selection of 25 sentences is
presented in this paper out of 875 produced
sentences lexicalizing Path concept.

Talmy (2007: 72-138) introduces concepts
conflated in verb Root. It is worth
mentioning that some of these concepts
(Motion, Co-event, Path, Figure and
Ground) are specific to Motion event and
some others (Aspect and Cause) are more
general. We briefly name some concepts
which are conflated in verb Root as:
Motion+Co-event,
Motion+Figure,
Motion+Ground,
Aspect,
Cause,
Personation,
Valence
and
Tense.
Motion+Path are the main concept in this
paper.
As previously mentioned, Talmy (2000,
2007 and 2008) categorizes languages in two
main groups. According to him, those
languages which lexicalize Path concept on
verb are considered as Verb-framed
languages and those lexicalize this concept
on Satellite fall into Satellite-Framed group
of languages. Although there are exceptions
in languages, Talmy (2007:72) believes that
there are three typological principal
lexicalization types for verb Roots. Most of
the times a language use only one of these
types for the verb in the most characteristic
expression of Motion. Characteristics
means:
a. It is colloquial in style,rather than
literary, stilted
b. It is frequent in occurrence in speech
rather than only occasional
c. It is pervasive, rather than limited

Lexicalization of Path concept in Kurdish
Language, Ardelani Dialect
Talmy defines “Path”as the Path followed by
the Figure object with respect to Ground
object. This concept can be made of Vector,
Conformation, Deictic or a combination of
them. According to different combination of
them or situation of “Ground” that can
represent beginning, middle or destination
of movement, different concepts can be

Methodology
As it was mentioned before, data used in this
paper is from 18 native Ardelani speakers
21
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produced. This concept can be conflated
either in Root/Satellite separately; or in both
simultaneously.

Hence, we will look into different
ways of conflation of “Path” concept
in Ardelan Dialect.
3. We may face some sentences in
which there are different concepts.
As the focus of this paper is only on
“Path” we will not go through details
for lexicalization of other concepts in
addition to Path and Motion. In
order to avoid mixing meanings of
root (as root of verb) and Root
concept of Talmy, we will use
definition of Talmy with Capital “R”.

Before starting analyzing data, there are
three points that we need to clarify.
1. We are focusing on “Motion Events”
rather than all types of events.
Therefore, in the Verb complex, any
constitute that represents motion,
will be considered as the “Root”. If
this constitute, is a simple verb, the
conjugated verb is Root, however, if
the verb is a compound verb
(noun/adjective/preposition+ verb)
the whole constitute is considered as
Root, because the whole constitute
shows motion. Affix verbs are
treated like simple verbs as the prefix
added to Root either is emphasizing
on the meaning of verb or changing
the direction of movement rather
than changing the meaning.
2. According to Talmy, there are two
ways of study for Events. Either we
identify the concepts and look for
representation of them on surface, or
we look into separate constitutes in
surface to seek out concepts
lexicalized on them. In this paper, we
are following the first method.
1. pijɑg-e:

xaɾik-a

We will start the data analysis with
conflation of “Path” concept in “Root”. By
Root, we mean all three types of Kurdish
verbs including simple, prefix and
compound ones. The first batch of examples
represents simple verbs.
In many languages, there are some
Motion verbs which represent the Path of
Motion. Verbs like “bring”, “take”, “go” and
“come” show movement and this concept is
conflated in verb Root.
Here we will see some sentences from
Ardelani Dialect that Path concept is
lexicalized in verb Root which equals the
“Root” in Talmy Model. Bold words are
conflated verbs.

ʡa-kan-e:t-o

hamɾo

man-indef
cont-3SS pear
A man is picking pear repeatedly

pres-pick-3SS-re

In Example 1, verb Root is “kandən”
which has conflated the concept of
Motion+Path. “Pick”. In addition to
showing Motion, it shows the Path and
2. xaɾik-a

bəzn-e:

cont-3SS goat- indef

to

direction of movement from Ground
towards actor. As it is obvious, concept of
Path is directly projected in Root.

ba
back

ʃon

himself-3S

xʷa-jɑ

ʡa-j-ke:ʃ-e:

pres-3SO-pull-3SS
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(He) is pulling a goat behind him

Example 2 also includes a verb Root that
shows Motion+Path. The verb”pull” shows
movement in verb Root (Talmy Root).
3. kʊra-ka
jawɑ:ʃe:
gaɾak-ja
ɑt
boy-def

stealthily

Therefore, concept of Path is directly
conflated in verb Root.
ʧandɑne:la

want-3SS

hamɾo-w-ak-ɑn

bʷ-

a fewonefrompear-ep.cons-def-plu take-3SS

The boy wants to take a few pears stealthily

Above example’s verb is “take”. This
verb Root also has concept of movement
and direction. Therefore, Motion+ Path is
conflated directly in Root.
Sentences 4-10 are all examples of verb
Roots that conflate concepts of Motion and
4.

jawɑʃe: ʡa-j-n-e:ta

bɑn

stealthily
pres-3SO-put-3SS
Stealthily puts it on bicycle back seat and

5. pɑj

pe:jɑ

te:ɾ-e

foot
to-3SO
bring-3SS
He departs (and) goes towards down
6.

wale: law

tarafaw

la

Path in themselves. Words “to put, to go, to
come, to arrive, to throw, to fall and to
spread” are Roots of Examples 4-10
respectively. All have concepts of
Motion+Path.
taɾk

du:ʧaɾxa-ka-w

on

backseat bicycle-def-and

ʡa-ʧ-e:

pres-go-3SS

rubaruwaw

but
from
side
from
front
But from the other side (he) is coming to him

7. ga-i-j-a

paj

arrive-pas-ep.cons-3SS
(He) arrived at tree

8. hamɾo
pear

at

ʧət-ak-ɑn-jɑn

baɾo

xʷɑɾ

to

down

ba

taɾaf

ʡam

t-e:

to

side

this

come-3SS

nɑw

sabad-aka-j-o

in

basket-def-ep.cons-and

dɑɾ-aka
tree-def

xəs-ta

thing-def-plu-3PS
throw-past
Poured pears and stuffs in basket and

9. duʧaɾx-aka-j kaf-t-Ø
bicycle-def-3SP fall-past-3SS
His bicycle fell

10. tʷaw

hamɾo-w-ak-ɑn

all
pear-ep.con-def-plu
All pears were spread on ground.

rəʒ-jɑ-na

bɑn

zawin

pour-past-plu

on

gorund
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Path concept can also be lexicalized on
Roots of “Compound Verbs”. Following
examples show compound verbs which in
addition to having the concept of
11. dɑna dɑna hamɾo-w-ak-ɑnba

movement, they have conflated Path
concept in themselves. Examples 11-16 that
would be explained in detail respectively.

das

xʷa-jo xɑɫi

one
one
pear-ep.con-def-pluwith hand
self-3SP empty
plu
one by one empties pears with his own hands into the baskets

In Example 11, the verb of sentence is a
compound verb and it means “to empty”. In
this verb complex both concepts of Motion
and Path are lexicalized. Combination of
Noun+light verb has composed the
compound verb of this sentence. Verb Root
12. dʷɑj

ʡama ʡɑɣa-jk-iʃ

after
this
man-indef-too
Then a man also passes by there

13. pijɑda

ʡa-w-e:

Off
pres-get-3SS
Gets off his bicycle

14. dɑne: la

le:naw

rad
pass

la

du:ʧaɾxa-ka-j
bicycle-def-3SP

one
of
pear-ep.con-def-plu
Picks up one of the pears

15. dɑna dɑna la
o

tak

ʡa-w-e:

pres-become-3SS

noun/adjective to compose acompound verb
that lexicalizes the concept of Motion and
Path on its Root. Meanings of compound
verbs of following sentences are “get off,
pick up, spread, collect and take out”
respectively.

from

hamɾo-w-ak-ɑn

basket-def-

is a light verb that has lost its original
meaning and together with attached noun,
they have composed a new meaning. Both
concepts of Motion and Path are lexicalized
on the element that altogether we call it
“Root”.

from there

Sentence 12 has also a compound verb
that makes the verb complete. Verb Root is
again a light verb that has lost its original
meaning along with the element attached to
it to compose compound verb.Both concepts
of Motion and Path are conflated in Root.
For sentences 13-16, we will see
compound verbs in combination with

ʡa-k-ɑtanɑwsabad-ak-ɑn

pres-do-3SSin

baɾz-o
pick-re

ʡa-k-ɑt

pre-do-3SS

xʷa-jɑ hamɾo-w-ak-ɑn

one
one
from
with
self-3SP pear-ep.con-def-plu
re
Along with him collect pears one by one

gəʃt-I ʤam
all-ref

collect

ʡa-k-anpres-do-3PS-
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16. bɑzəm

rɑkət-aka-j

daɾhɑwəɾ-d- Ø

again
paddle-def-3SP out take-past-3SS
(He) took out his (pig pong) paddle again

So far, we analyzed sentences in which
Path concept is merely lexicalized on verb.
Not only can Path be lexicalized on verb, but
also it can be conflated on Satellite. Verbs
which conflate Path meaning are those that
motion is lexicalized in verb Root but
direction of movement is conflated in
Satellite. This can happen in two different

groups: prefix verbs which Path concept on
Satellite is either for emphasis or to add a
new concept to verb complex or some
morphemes with adverbial meanings is
considered as Satellite (based on definition
given by Talmy for Satellite). Examples 1721 show this type.

17. haɫ-gəɾ-d-Ø-o
up-get-past-3SS-and
(he) picked (it) up and

Example 17 has also a prefix verb that
means “pick up”. Concepts of motion and
Path are lexicalized in verb complex both on
Root and Satellite. The direction of
lexicalized Path in verb Root and Satellite
18. du:ʧaɾx-aka-j ba

lɑw

are not the same. Verb Root shows a
direction toward agent and prefix shows the
direction of movement upward. In this case
the prefix/Satellite does not emphasize. But
it adds a new meaning to verb complex.

dɑ-Ø-ni-jɑ

bicycle-def-3SP on
side
down-3SS-put-past
(He) put down the bicycle on one side

ʃʷɑɫ-aka-j
pants-de-3SP

19. pɑɾʧa-j
cloth-ep

haɫ -ʔ-ɑ-t-o
up-present- present-give-3SS-again

(he) again pulls his trousersup

20. ʃʷɑɫ-aka-j

dɑ-dɑ-Ø-w

pants-def-3SP
down-do-3SS-again
he again pulled his trousers down

21. kəɫɑw

kʊr-aka

hat
boy-def
hat of the boy fell down

dɑ-kaf-t-Ø
down-fall-past-3SS

In Example 21, the verb fall has both
motion and direction concepts on the Root
(movement towards ground) and the prefix
“dɑ-” has the same meaning (movement
towards ground). The only reason to use
double Path concept is emphasis. While in
example 19, “dɑ-” shows direction towards

ground but prefix “haɫ” opposites the
direction far from ground (changes the
direction).
Examples 22 and 23 are types of Path
conflation in verb complexes (an expression
used by Talmy that shows a constitute
composed of Root+ Satellite) that Satellite
25
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comes after verb. In this case, this
morpheme is not a part of verb (like prefix
in prefix verb or noun/ adjective in
compound verb). According to Talmy as it

22. kʊr-aka-jʃ

ʤɑ

ʃʷɑɫ-aka-j

boy-def-too
then
then the boy pulls his trousers down again

23. hɑ-t-Ø-o
come-past-3SS-direction
(he) came back

is not before preposition, it is a part of verb
complex and should be considered as
Satellite. It has also sister relation with verb.
Example 10 shows a sample of this type.

pants-def-3SP

ʔ-ɑ-t-o

present-give-3SS-again

xʷɑɾo
down

dʷɑw
back

In these examples, not only verb Root
shows direction, but also Satellite shows
direction. Motion is conflated in verb Root.
Conclusion
Out of 890 sentences of motion events, used
in this corpus, participants produced 882
sentences containing Motion event and
conflating Path concept in Verb Complex.
Number of 761 sentences conflated Path
concept directly and merely on verb Root.
Out of this number, 252 verbs were deictic
verbs and the rest meaning 509 verbs were
Path verbs. Total of 121 sentences lexicalized
Path on Satellite (7 exclusively on Satellite
and 114 sentences lexicalizing “Path”
simultaneously on Verb and Satellite). Data
covers different forms of verbs (simple,
compound and prefixed). Based on our
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وﯾﮋهﻧﺎﻣﮥ زﺑﺎنﺷﻨﺎﺳﯽ

ﺗﻌﯿﯿﻦ ﺟﺎﯾﮕﺎه ردهﺷﻨﺎﺳﯽ ﮔﻮﯾﺶ اردﻻﻧﯽ زﺑﺎن ﮐﺮدی
ﺑﺮاﺳﺎس ﻣﺪل ﺗﺎﻟﻤﯽ در ﺧﺼﻮص روﯾﺪاد ﺣﺮﮐﺘﯽ

ارﺳﻼم ﮔﻠﻔﺎم ،۱ﺋﻪ ﺳﺮﯾﻦ ﭘﺮﻧﮓ ،۲ﻣﺤﻤﺪ دﺑﯿﺮﻣﻘﺪم ،۳ﻋﺎﻟﯿﻪ ﮐﺮد زﻋﻔﺮاﻧﻠﻮ ﮐﺎﻣﺒﻮزﯾﺎ

۴

ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ ﭘﺬﯾﺮش١٣٩٨/٤/١٨ :

ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ درﯾﺎﻓﺖ١٣٩٧/١٠/١٠ :

ﭼﮑﯿﺪه
اﯾﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﺑﻪ ﺑﺮرﺳﯽ اﻧﺒﺎﺷﺖ ﻣﻔﻬﻮم ﻣﻌﻨﺎﯾﯽ »ﻣﺴﯿﺮ« در ﺳﺎﺧﺖ روﯾﺪاد ﺣﺮﮐﺘﯽ ﮐﺮدی ﻣﯿﺎﻧﻪ ،ﮔﻮﯾﺶ اردﻻﻧﯽ ﺑﻪ ﮐﻤﮏ ﻣﺪل ﺗﺎﻟﻤﯽ در اﯾﻦ
زﻣﯿﻨﻪ ﻣﯽﭘﺮدازد .ﻃﺒﻖ ﻧﻈﺮ ﺗﺎﻟﻤﯽ در ﻫﺮ روﯾﺪاد ﺣﺮﮐﺘﯽ ﭼﻬﺎر ﻣﻔﻬﻮم اﺻﻠﯽ ﺑﺎ ﻋﻨﻮان »ﺷﯽء«» ،زﻣﯿﻨﻪ«» ،ﻣﺴﯿﺮ« و »ﺣﺮﮐﺖ« دﺧﯿﻞ اﺳﺖ.
اﯾﻦ ﻣﻔﺎﻫﯿﻢ ﻣﻌﻨﺎﯾﯽ ﻣﯽﺗﻮاﻧﻨﺪ ﺑﺮ »رﯾﺸﻪ ﻓﻌﻞ« ﯾﺎ ﺑﺮ »ﻗﻤﺮ« ﺑﺎزﻧﻤﺎﯾﯽ ﭘﯿﺪا ﮐﻨﻨﺪ .ﺑﺎ در ﻧﻈﺮ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻦ ﻣﻔﻬﻮم ﻣﻌﻨﺎﯾﯽ ﻧﻈﯿﺮ »ﻣﺴﯿﺮ« و ﺑﺮرﺳﯽ ﻧﺤﻮه
ﺑﺎزﻧﻤﺎﯾﯽ آن در روﺳﺎﺧﺖ  ،ﻣﯽﺗﻮان ﺟﺎﯾﮕﺎه رده ﺷﻨﺎﺳﯽ زﺑﺎنﻫﺎ را در ﺧﺼﻮص »ﻓﻌﻞ-ﻣﺤﻮر« ﯾﺎ »ﻗﻤﺮ-ﻣﺤﻮر« ﺑﻮدن آﻧﻬﺎ ﺗﻌﯿﯿﻦ ﻧﻤﻮد .در
ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ ﺣﺎﺿﺮ ،ﭘﺲ از ﺑﺮرﺳﯽ ﺟﻤﻼت دارای ﻣﻔﻬﻮم »ﺣﺮﮐﺖ« ،ﻋﻼوه ﺑﺮ ﻧﺸﺎن دادن ﭼﮕﻮﻧﮕﯽ اﻧﺒﺎﺷﺖ اﯾﻦ ﻣﻔﻬﻮم در روﺳﺎﺧﺖ ،ﺟﺎﯾﮕﺎه
ردهﺷﻨﺎﺳﯽ ﮐﺮدی ﻣﯿﺎﻧﻪ ،ﮔﻮﯾﺶ اردﻻﻧﯽ در ﻣﯿﺎن زﺑﺎنﻫﺎی ﻫﻨﺪواروﭘﺎﯾﯽ ﺗﻌﯿﯿﻦ ﻣﯽﮔﺮدد .دادهﻫﺎی ﻣﻮرد اﺳﺘﻔﺎده در اﯾﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ  ۲۳ﺟﻤﻠﻪ از
ﻣﯿﺎن ﭘﯿﮑﺮه ﺣﺎوی  ۸۹۰ﺟﻤﻠﻪ ﮐﻪ در آﻧﻬﺎ ﻣﻔﻬﻮم »ﻣﺴﯿﺮ« واژﮔﺎﻧﯽ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ ،اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮔﺮدﯾﺪه اﺳﺖ .اﯾﻦ ﺟﻤﻼت ﺗﻮﺳﻂ  ۱۸ﮔﻮﯾﺸﻮر
ﮔﻮﯾﺶ اردﻻﻧﯽ ﮐﻪ در ﺳﻪ ﮔﺮوه ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ دﺳﺘﻪﺑﻨﺪی ﺷﺪه ﺗﻮﻟﯿﺪ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ.
واژهﻫﺎی ﮐﻠﯿﺪی :ﺣﺮﮐﺖ ،روﯾﺪاد ،زﻣﯿﻨﻪ ،ﻣﺴﯿﺮ ،ﻓﻌﻞ-ﻣﺤﻮر ،ﻗﻤﺮ-ﻣﺤﻮر ،ﮔﻮﯾﺶ اردﻻﻧﯽ ،زﺑﺎن ﮐﺮدی
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